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DECISION 
 
On 23 July 2019 the Tribunal decided to recommend to the Minister for Defence Personnel 
that: 
 

a) The decision by the Chief of Navy to refuse to recommend the award of the Victoria 
Cross for Australia to Ordinary Seaman Edward Sheean in respect of his actions in 
HMAS Armidale during a Japanese aerial attack in the Timor Sea on 1 December 1942 
be set aside. 
 

b) The Minister recommend to the Sovereign that Ordinary Seaman Edward Sheean be 
posthumously awarded the Victoria Cross for Australia for the most conspicuous 
gallantry and a pre-eminent act of valour in the presence of the enemy in 
HMAS Armidale during a Japanese aerial attack in the Timor Sea on 1 December 1942.    
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CATCHWORDS 
 
DEFENCE HONOUR – posthumous Mention in Despatches – application for Victoria Cross 
for Australia - merits review - whether the service should be recognised with a higher honour 
–– eligibility criteria – decision-making – reliance on policy – policy inconsistent with 
eligibility criteria. 

 
 
LEGISLATION 
Defence Act 1903 - ss 110V(1), 110VB(1) 
Defence Act 1903 – ss 110T, 110V(1), 110VA, 110VB(1) 
Defence Regulation 2016 – Clause 35  
Commonwealth of Australia Gazette No.S25 dated 4 February 1991, Victoria Cross Regulations 
Commonwealth of Australia Gazette No.S25 dated 4 February 1991, Gallantry Decorations 
Regulations 
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REASONS FOR DECISION 
 
Background 
 
1. On 1 December 1942, during operations in the Timor Sea, the Bathurst Class Corvette 
HMAS Armidale came under aerial bombardment and torpedo attack from a number of 
Japanese bombers and fighters.  Armidale was struck by two torpedoes and possibly one bomb.  
The ship sank in a short period of time.  During the action one bomber and one fighter crashed 
into the sea some distance from the ship as a result of the ship’s anti-aircraft fire.  The bomber 
was brought down by the aft Oerlikon manned by Ordinary Seaman Edward Sheean, who 
remained at the gun until the ship sank.1 

2. For many years Sheean’s family, and others, including the Honourable Guy Barnett 
MP, the Tasmanian Minister for Veterans’ Affairs, have agitated for an (Imperial) Victoria 
Cross (Imperial VC) or Victoria Cross for Australia (VC) to be awarded to Sheean for his 
actions during the sinking of Armidale.  While Sheean was awarded a posthumous Mention in 
Despatches (MID), it has been consistently asserted by his many supporters that the MID does 
not adequately reflect the gallantry associated with his actions.2 

 
3. The Applicant, Mr (then, Senator) Barnett originally sought that Sheean be included in 
the Tribunal’s Inquiry into Unresolved Recognition for Past Acts of Naval and Military 
Gallantry and Valour (the Valour Inquiry).3  He and others made written and oral submissions 
to the Valour Inquiry, with most advocating for a VC for Sheean.  However, the Valour Inquiry 
recommended that ‘no action be taken to award Ordinary Seaman Sheean a VC or other further 
form of recognition for his gallantry or valour’.4  

4. On 10 August 2017, the Applicant wrote to the then Chief of Navy, Vice Admiral Tim 
Barrett, AO, CSC, RAN seeking that Sheean’s bravery be reconsidered for more appropriate 
recognition, in particular, that he be posthumously awarded the VC, or ‘other such award as 
appropriate’.5  At the hearing the Applicant confirmed that his application related to a VC for 
Australia, but if the Tribunal was unable to make such a recommendation, he asked that Sheean 
be considered for an alternative gallantry decoration. However, in his closing submission, he 
stated that any lesser award could risk demeaning Sheean’s reputation. 

 
5. On 31 July 2018, the present Chief of Navy, Vice Admiral Michael Noonan, AO, RAN 
informed Mr Barnett that Sheean’s medallic recognition had already been considered during 
the Valour Inquiry and that the findings and recommendations of that Inquiry had been 

                                                           
1 Adapted from Official History Royal Australian Navy 1942-1945, Gill G.H., (1968), Volume II - Royal 
Australian Navy 1939-1942, (1st edition 1968), p 218. 
2 Under the Imperial system, only two posthumous awards could be made for gallant actions in the presence of 
the enemy: the Victoria Cross and the MID.  If it was considered that the action did not warrant a posthumous 
VC, the only alternative was the award of a MID – this has been termed by some as the ‘posthumous gap’. See 
Inquiry into unresolved recognition for past acts of naval and military gallantry and valour, p 82 [8-18] 
3 Inquiry into unresolved recognition for past acts of naval and military gallantry and valour 2013 
(Valour Inquiry). 
4 Valour Inquiry, p. 231 [17-144]. 
5 Application by Mr Barnett to Chief of Navy dated 10 August 2017, Folio #293. 
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accepted by Government on 1 March 2013.  Admiral Noonan also informed Mr Barnett that, 
nonetheless, he had considered the matter and formed the view that there was no new evidence 
that supported reconsideration or review of Sheean’s actions.6 

6. On 30 October 2018, Mr Barnett applied to the Tribunal seeking review of the Chief of 
Navy’s decision of 31 July 2018.7  He submitted that Sheean’s actions were deserving of a full, 
merits-based review by the Tribunal.   

 
7. In accordance with its Procedural Rules, on 8 November 2018, the Tribunal informed 
the Department of Defence (Defence) of Mr Barnett’s Application for Review and sought a 
Report in relation to the reviewable decision, being Admiral Noonan’s decision of 
31 July 2018.8  On 5 February 2019, Admiral Noonan responded on behalf of Defence and 
provided a copy of the Defence Report,9 which was forwarded to the Applicant for comment.10 
The Applicant’s comments were received by the Tribunal on 13 March 2019 and were provided 
to Defence.11  The Applicant sought withdrawal of some remarks in the Defence Report, and, 
at the hearing, the Respondent consented to this course.  Both parties have copies of the 
evidentiary material that the Tribunal has relied on during this review. 

 
8. Evidence was given at the hearing by Mr Barnett, Admiral Noonan and Commander 
Paul Fothergill, RAN who had undertaken research for the Defence Report.  Evidence was also 
given at the hearing, at the request of the Applicant, by Dr Tom Lewis OAM, historian and 
author,12 Mr David Webb, Vice President, Returned & Services League, Tasmania, and 
Sheean’s nephews, Mr Garry Ivory and Mr Grant Sheean.  The Applicant also provided letters 
of support from the Naval Association of Australia,13 14 from Mr Bill Allen of the RAN 
Corvettes Association,15 from Mr Garth Porter AM16 and from the Latrobe Council,17 the 
municipality where Sheean was born.   

 
Jurisdiction of the Tribunal  

 
9. As outlined at the hearing, the Defence Act 1903 (the Act) specifies the Tribunal’s two 
distinct functions; the Inquiry function and the Review function.   

 
 
 
 

                                                           
6 Chief of Navy Letter 481 to Mr Barnett dated 31 July 2018. 
7 Application for Review of Decision by Mr Barnett dated 30 October 2018. 
8 DHAAT Letter 626 to Secretary, Department of Defence dated 8 November 2018. 
9 Chief of Navy Letter 030 to DHAAT dated 5 February 2019. 
10 DHAAT Letter 043 to Mr Barnett dated 13 February 2019. 
11 Mr Barnett Letter to DHAAT undated. 
12 Dr Tom Lewis, Honour Denied: Teddy Sheean, a Tasmanian Hero, Avonmore books, SA, 2016.  
13 Naval Association of Australia Letter dated 12 March 2019. 
14 Naval Association of Australia Letter dated 19 March 2019. 
15 Royal Australian Navy Corvettes Association undated Letter. 
16 Mr Garth Porter AM undated Letter. 
17 Latrobe Council Letter dated 6 March 2019. 
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The Tribunal’s Inquiry Function 
 
10. Under s 110W of the Act, the Minister may direct the Tribunal to hold an Inquiry into 
a specified matter concerning honours and awards for eligible service with the Australian 
Defence Force (ADF).  In doing so, the Minister gives the Tribunal Terms of Reference that 
establish the scope of the Inquiry and provide direction to the Tribunal about matters for 
consideration in the course of the Inquiry.  The Tribunal does not have the power to make 
decisions as part of its Inquiry function but may make any recommendations it considers 
appropriate to the Minister. 

 
11. An example of the Tribunal’s Inquiry function is the Valour Inquiry.  By its Terms of 
Reference, the Tribunal (the Valour Tribunal) was tasked to inquire into and report on the 
appropriate recognition for specific acts of gallantry or valour performed by thirteen deceased 
servicemen, including Sheean. 18 19  
 
The Tribunal’s Review Function 
 
12. The Tribunal’s Review function is quite different to its Inquiry function.  If an 
application is properly made to the Tribunal, pursuant to s 110VB(1) of the Act, the Tribunal 
has jurisdiction to review a ‘reviewable decision’.  That term is defined in s 110V(1) of the Act 
and includes a decision made by a person within the Defence Force to refuse to recommend a 
person for an honour in response to an application.   
 
13. In undertaking a review, the Tribunal carries out an independent merits review of the 
facts against the eligibility criteria for the honour or award sought.  It undertakes an 
examination of the merits of the matter in dispute, rather than the lawfulness of the decision 
under review.20  There is no presumption that the decision under review was correct.21  The 
Tribunal determines matters by reference to the relevant legislation, with particular 
consideration of natural justice, rather than in the technical rules relating to onus of proof.22  It 
is for an applicant to put forward the evidence which he or she wishes the Tribunal to 

                                                           
18 Valour Inquiry, p. ix. 
19 The Tribunal observes that the Valour Inquiry’s Terms of Reference directed it to review the actions of the 
members in the context of the criteria for Australian and Imperial awards and make recommendations in order to 
arrive at a ‘fair and sustainable response to claims for appropriate recognition’.  It was unclear why the Valour 
Tribunal was directed to review the actions against the criteria for Imperial awards, when, at the time of the 
Inquiry, no Imperial awards were able to be awarded, the dual Imperial and Australian honours systems having 
come to an end in 1992. 
20 Council of Australian Tribunals Practice Manual dated 7 April 2006 p.1.3.1.2. 
21 Ibid. 
22 McDonald v Director of Social Security 919840 1 FCR 354. 
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consider,23 and it is for an applicant to establish that the claims are made out.24 25  The Tribunal 
is entitled to take into account facts and circumstances up until the time of review. 26 

 

14. The object of a merits review is to ensure that the ‘correct or preferable’ decision is 
made on the material before the review body: per Brennan J in Bushell v Repatriation 
Commission.27     

15. Very recently, the High Court discussed the nature of administrative merits review, albeit 
in the context of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. 28  The Court’s observations are relevant 
to all administrative review tribunals:  

 
….The AAT exercises the same power or powers as the primary decision-maker, subject to the 
same constraints. The primary decision, and the statutory question it answers, marks the 
boundaries of the AAT's review. The AAT must address the same question the primary decision-
maker was required to address, and the question raised by statute for decision by the primary 
decision-maker determines the considerations that must or must not be taken into account by 
the AAT in reviewing that decision...29 

16. In the Review of Commonwealth Merits Review Tribunals, the Administrative Review 
Council in its ‘Better Decisions’ Report to the Minister for Justice described review tribunals’ 
function as follows:30 

… review tribunals exercise the same statutory powers and discretions as the original decision 
maker.  However, they will often be asked to consider new or more detailed information.  …  

 
… A review tribunal’s principal focus is on the reconsideration of the merits of the particular 
cases before them, and on the rights or responsibilities of individual applicants as prescribed 
by law.  Tribunals … are generally in a better position than agency decision makers to fully 
consider the law and facts in each individual case, and may therefore be less reliant upon 
policies or guidelines in deciding the appropriate outcome.31  

17. A tribunal’s exercise involves the weighing of the relevant factors to reach a reasoned 
conclusion in the circumstances of each case.  That said, it is often recognised that tribunal 
decisions have a ‘normative effect’ on departmental decision-making.32  

                                                           
23 Minister for Immigration & Citizenship v SZGUR [2011] HCA 1 at [83]- [84]; see also SZBEL v Minister for 
Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs [2006] HCA 63; (2006) 228 CLR 152 at 
164, [40](Gleeson CJ, Kirby, Hayne, Callinan and Heydon JJ). 
24 SZBEL [2006] HCA 63; (2006) 228 CLR 152 at 164, [40]. 
25 See also discussion by Hon. Justice Duncan Kerr Chev LH, then President of the Administrative Appeals 
Tribunal, paper delivered at AIAL Seminar, Sydney, 27 August 2013. 
26 Shi v Migration Agents Registration Authority [2008] HCA 31. 
27 [1992] HCA 47; (1992) 175 CLR 408 at 425; [1992] HCA 47. 
28 Frugtniet v Australian Securities and Investments Commission [2019] HCA 16 (15 May 2019) per Bell, Gageler, 
Gordon and Edelman JJ at [51].  See also [14] per Kiefel CJ, Keane And Nettle JJ at [14]. 
29 Shi v Migration Agents Registration Authority [2008] HCA 31 at [142]. 
30 1995 - https://www.arc.ag.gov.au/Documents/ARC+DEFENCE REPORT+39.pdf. 
31 Ibid. at 2.54 - 2.59. 
32 Peter Cane and Leighton McDonald, ‘Principles of Administrative Law’ (Oxford University Press, 2008) at 
247 – 248. 
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18. In this matter, Admiral Noonan’s letter of 31 July 2018 is the reviewable decision.  
Clause 35 of Defence Regulation 2016 specifies that for the purposes of s 110T of the Act a 
defence honour includes the VC.  Consequently, the Tribunal has jurisdiction to conduct a 
merits review.  Where, as in this matter, an applicant seeks a defence honour, the Tribunal does 
not have the power to affirm or set aside the decision but only to make recommendations 
regarding the decision to the Minister.  
 
 
Evidence and Findings from the Accounts of the Action 
 
19. The Valour Tribunal canvassed the evidence available to it in respect of Sheean’s 
actions and found that:  
 

 after assisting [Able Seaman] Pellet in releasing the motor-boat, instead of obeying the 
order to abandon ship, Sheean, a loader of Armidale’s aft Oerlikon, proceeded to this 
weapon to single-handedly engage the enemy, 

 around this time, Sheean was wounded by the attacking Japanese aircraft, 

 Sheean then strapped himself to the after Oerlikon, and used this weapon to shoot down 
at least one Japanese aircraft, and 

 Sheean remained at his weapon until he was killed. 33 
 

20. Notwithstanding these earlier findings, and in accordance with its legislative 
obligations to conduct a merits review, this Tribunal was concerned to establish if the findings 
of the Valour Tribunal represented the best evaluation of the available evidence.  What follows 
is a summary of the main elements of the evidence relevant to this Application for Review. 

 
21. HMAS Armidale Report of Proceedings (ROP).  The actions of Sheean were 
officially recorded by Lieutenant Commander DH Richards, RANR, the Commanding Officer 
of HMAS Armidale in the ROP as follows: 

 
Ordinary Seaman Sheehan [sic], although wounded, remained at his post at the after Oerlikon, 
and was responsible for bringing down one enemy bomber.  He continued firing until he was 

killed at his gun. 34   
 

22. Eyewitness Accounts of Sheean’s Actions.  Sheean’s actions were witnessed by a 
number of his shipmates.   
 
 
 

                                                           
33 Valour Inquiry, p. 230 [17-138]. 
34 HMAS Armidale Report of Proceedings (ROP) 29/11/42 to 1/12/42 dated 11 December 1942. 
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23. On 2 April 1945, Ordinary Seaman Russell Caro described in some detail the loss of 
Armidale in an article entitled 'We Lost a Corvette' published in ‘The Australian Journal’.35  In 
his notes for the article he wrote: 

 
During the attack a plane had been brought down and for this the credit went to Ordinary 
Seaman Teddy Sheean.  Teddy died, but none of us who survived, I am sure, will ever forget 
his gallant deed which won him a Mention in Despatches. He was a loader number on the 
after Oerlikon gun.  When the order 'Abandon ship’ was given, he made for the side, only to 
be hit twice by the bullets of an attacking Zero.  None of us will ever know what made him 
do it, but he went back to his gun, strapped himself in, and brought down a Jap plane, still 
firing as he disappeared beneath the waves.36 

24. Author Frank Walker interviewed a number of eyewitnesses and took statements from 
members of Armidale’s crew37 in the 1980s when he was conducting research for his book 
HMAS Armidale: the ship that had to die.38  He provided copies of the hand written statements 
and transcripts of the interviews to Mr Sid Sidebottom MP and these were included in 
Mr Sidebottom’s submission to the Valour Inquiry.39  They were also available to this Tribunal.  
Although not all statements were signed, each provided a description of some of Sheean’s 
actions from the perspective of each of the witnesses.   

 
25. In particular, the Applicant invited the Tribunal’s attention to aspects of some of the 
witnesses’ statements.   

 
26. Ordinary Seaman Victor (Ray) Leonard recalled that immediately after he abandoned 
the ship and began swimming away, he could recognise the distinctive sound of Armidale’s 
Oerlikon gun firing. 40  He estimated that Sheean fired the Oerlikon for a minute or two.41  He 
said that he and other crew members in the water were fired upon by enemy machine guns and 
that he saw the ship sink.   
 
27. Leonard also said that he met up with Caro in the water shortly after the ship sank.  Caro 
‘spontaneously’ told him and others, then and when they regrouped with some of the surviving 
crew aboard the motor-boat, that he had seen Sheean firing the aft Oerlikon gun at attacking 
planes and saw Sheean, still at his gun, go down with the ship.  Leonard said other crew 
members in the motor-boat told him the same thing.  Leonard told the Valour Tribunal that 
when survivors were in the whaler on the long journey to Darwin there was much discussion 
about Sheean’s actions.  He also said he had read Caro’s article at about the time it was 
published and it was substantially the same as what Caro had told him immediately after the 
ship sank.   
                                                           
35 The Australian Journal April 1945. 
36 R. Caro, Notes for Article, The Australian Journal, 2 April 1945.   
37 Wireman William Noel Lamshed, Ordinary Seaman Victor Raymond Leonard, Ordinary Seaman Donald Rex 
Pullen, Ordinary Seaman Colin Frederick Madigan, Stoker Ray Beresford Raymond, Leading Signalman Arthur 
Lansbury, Able Seaman Keith Pellet. 
38 Frank Walker, HMAS Armidale: the ship that had to die, Kingfisher press, NSW, 1990. 
39 Valour Inquiry, Submission 128, Mr Sid Sidebottom dated 5 December 2012. 
40 Valour Inquiry, Submission 95, Dr Victor Leonard dated 27 June 2011. 
41 Dr Peter Williams, Interview with Dr Leonard, Kew, VIC, 30 August 2011. 
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28. HMAS Armidale’s Gunnery Officer, Lieutenant Lloyd Palmer, RANVR, recorded as 
follows: 

 
Ordinary Seaman Teddy Sheean was responsible for [shooting down] one plane in the last 
attack.  He was a loader number at the aft Oerlikon gun and when the order was given to 
abandon ship, he made it to the side but was wounded by a machine gun bullet.  He returned 
to his gun and started firing again, bringing down one plane, but again was wounded and went 

down with the ship. 42  

 
29. Ordinary Seaman Colin Madigan said: 

 
My action station was on the bridge in the ASDIC43 cabinet and when the order ‘Abandon Ship’ 
was given, I had difficulty extricating myself from my Mae West which was inflated.  I could 
hear Teddy Sheean’s Oerlikon firing all the time and when I eventually got into the water, I 
saw tracer shells coming up from under the surface.  He had gone down with the ship and was 

still fighting. 44 

 
30. Stoker Ray Raymond said: 

 
The after section righted itself from the tilt and the after Oerlikon came into sight being manned 
by Ted Sheenan (sic), who was still firing the gun, which resulted in him shooting down one 

Japanese plane and damaging possibly two others. 45 

 
31. Raymond also wrote: 

 
As the ship broke in halves (sic) both sections sank from the centre with the result that Ted 
Sheean was still firing the Oerlikon gun as the after section of the ship disappeared below the 
surface… 

 
32. In his conversation with author Frank Walker, Leading Seaman Arthur Lansbury said 
that following the order to abandon ship he: 

 
saw Teddy Sheean go back and he strapped himself into the Oerlikon.  He was abandoning ship 
and I thought he was hit but Teddy (Pellet) told me he was on his way back to the gun when he 
was hit.  [Lansbury reportedly demonstrated to Walker that Sheean was hit on his back.]  
Lansbury said Sheean went back and strapped himself into the Oerlikon.  … He must have 
known he was going down with the ship.  He just kept firing as the ship went down.  He just 

kept his fingers on it [the firing mechanism] and that was it. 46 

                                                           
42 Sullivan, John, “The Loss of HMAS Armidale” http://www.navy history.org.au/the-loss-of-hmas-armidale.  The 
account states how the author was given command after the Captain left in the motor-boat, and the ROP and the 
Official History (Folio #280) record that that person is Palmer.  
43 ASDIC is a sonar system for submarine detection developed during and after the First World War.   
44 Statutory Declaration by Colin Madigan, Attachment C3 to Valour Inquiry Submission 78, Garry Ivory dated 
21 June 2011. 
45 Statement by Ray Raymond to the Valour Tribunal dated 31 May 2008. 
46 Transcript of interview Walker/Lansbury/Pellet/McKellar. 
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33. In his conversation with Frank Walker, Able Seaman Ted Pellet said: 
 

Sheean and I were both together.  We made for the motor-boat.  I had a tommy-axe in my hand 
and I chopped the after fall and Sheean was right alongside me.  They were strafing us at the 
time.  He was going to get into the motor-boat with me.  He was right alongside me, then he 

made a decision to go back and have a go at them... 47 

 
34. Mr Grant Sheean gave evidence that, at a social gathering in 1992, Pellet told him that, 
at the time of the engagement, Sheean was standing beside him [at the motor-boat] and, before 
Sheean turned back to the gun, he had not been wounded.  Mr Sheean’s evidence about this 
conversation was unchallenged, and was not the subject of any submissions by the Respondent. 

 
35. In an interview in 2011 Wireman William Lamshed said that following the port side 
being hit, ‘he was thrown into the water on that side of the ship’.48  He said that he saw the 
Oerlikon gun firing, but he did not know at the time that it was Sheean who was firing.  This 
was consistent with his account in an earlier statement made on 1 June 2002.49  He also wrote 
of having seen tracer rounds hitting a dive-bombing Zero aircraft.  Lamshed, in his statements 
also wrote that he heard the Oerlikon firing and saw tracer rounds hitting one of the enemy 
planes.50  He said the gun was still firing as the ship sank under the water.  Lamshed, in 2002, 
said that it was when the survivors reached the motor-boat that he learned that it was Sheean 
operating the Oerlikon gun which he had seen shoot down a Zero. 51  

 
36. Ordinary Seaman Donald Pullen also wrote that as he swam away from the ship and 
was being strafed, he heard firing, which he had, at that time, assumed was from the enemy. 52   

 
37. Reliability of the Available Evidence.  The Tribunal was concerned that, 
notwithstanding the investigations - both formal and informal - into Sheean’s actions over the 
years, the available evidence remains limited.  The Tribunal considered it highly unlikely that 
now, over 75 years later, any further reliable first-hand accounts would be located or otherwise 
become available.  There is, reportedly, now only one survivor of Armidale’s sinking – Dr 
Victor (Ray) Leonard.   

 
38. Leonard told the Valour Tribunal that on the whaler’s return to Darwin the survivors 
were instructed to have no discussion about what had occurred, especially because of the 
(documented) delay in mounting a rescue and the consequent additional loss of life.  Lamshed 
also referred to having been warned to say nothing about what had occurred.  The Tribunal is 
not in a position to determine the accuracy of these assertions, but if correct, they may explain 
the lack of contemporaneous evidence which might have further detailed Sheean’s actions.  
The Tribunal observes that although a Naval Board of Inquiry was conducted following 
                                                           
47 Ibid. 
48 Dr Peter Williams, Interview with Bill Lamshed, Mildura, VIC, 2 September 2011. 
49 William Lamshed, Account of the Sinking of HMAS Armidale dated 1 June 2002. 
50 Ibid.   
51 Ibid. 
52 Letter from Rex Pullen dated 21 May 1968. 
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Armidale’s sinking, it focussed on the operation and the actions taken by those in command 
and was not concerned with medallic recognition of individuals.53 

 

39. In evaluating the material before it, the Tribunal was concerned that the available 
evidence was of variable reliability.  Ordinarily, considerable weight would be given to an 
official account, however the mention of Sheean in the ROP was very brief, and as discussed 
later, somewhat inaccurate.  Independent contemporaneous eye witness accounts are usually 
given significant weight.  Original statements are generally preferred to accounts in 
publications; which sometimes, regrettably, do not attribute sources, or record as ‘facts’ 
information that may have been influenced in support of the authors’ themes.  These accounts 
must therefore necessarily be viewed with some caution.   

 
40. Of the available eyewitness accounts, Caro’s 1945 notes for the journal article, are 
nearest in time to the events.54  The account in the article, according to Leonard, was 
substantially the same as what Caro had told him immediately after the sinking while they were 
in the water.  The Tribunal regarded the evidence of Leonard as helpful in corroborating Caro’s 
account of what he had seen.  Similarly, Leonard said there had been discussion in the whaler 
about Sheean’s actions, and these discussions were independent of what he had been told by 
Caro.  The Tribunal observed that Leonard had said that Caro had also reported Sheean’s 
actions to other survivors.  For these reasons, the Tribunal placed more weight on Caro’s 
account (other than in relation to Sheean’s firing underwater which is discussed later) than 
some of the other accounts.55  

 
41. That is not to say those other accounts have been disregarded.  On the contrary, for the 
most part, the accounts demonstrated a degree of consistency.  Minor discrepancies did not, in 
the Tribunal’s view, detract from the overall reliability of the evidence.  Further, those 
eyewitnesses who provided multiple accounts also gave consistent narratives over a long period 
of time.   
 
42. While there was a concern that the evidence of Lansbury and Pellet may be less reliable 
because Walker conducted a joint interview and arguably led the witnesses in their 
observations, their accounts were broadly consistent with the other evidence. 
 
43. The Tribunal noted that the description provided by the eyewitnesses and what was 
recorded in the ROP with respect to Sheean differ in two important aspects: 
 

a. Firstly, Sheean did not ‘remain at his post’ as the ROP recorded.  After the order 
to abandon ship was given, from the eyewitness accounts, Sheean went to the 
motor-boat in preparation to abandon ship but then decided to return to the gun rather 

                                                           
53 Gill, Royal Australian Navy 1942-1945, p. 222.  
54 Caro, Notes for Article.   
55 Duckworth, Raymond, Pellet and Lansbury (1980s), Leonard, 1980s and his evidence to the Valour Tribunal 
in about 2011, and written submission dated 2 August 2017, at Folio #290, Palmer (1983), Lamshed (2002 and 
2011), Pullen (2005), and Madigan (2008).   
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than abandoning ship with other members of the ship's company.  The evidence 
therefore indicates that he left his action station, made his way to the motor-boat, and 
then made a conscious decision to return to his action station.   
 
b. Secondly, Sheean's designated action station was as the loader at the aft 
Oerlikon, not as the gunner.  There is no evidence that he had ever fired the gun or been 
trained to do so.  The Tribunal notes that Dr Lewis, in his written submission speculated 
that the four crew members ordinarily involved in operating an Oerlikon gun would 
have been likely to have alternated positions, partly for experience and partly to relieve 
the heavy physical exercise, which varied according to their role.  The Tribunal accepts 
that Sheean would have been likely to have some knowledge of the firing process 
because of his training as a loader on the Oerlikon gun, notwithstanding that he was not 
the designated gunner.   
 

44. Having reviewed all of the available evidence the Tribunal prefers the eye-witness 
accounts and accordingly finds that Sheean did not ‘remain at his post’ as recorded in the ROP.  
The Tribunal further considers that the ROP understates Sheean’s actions, and observes that 
the Respondent conceded that the account of Sheean's actions in the ROP was more of ‘a 
summary or overview’ and, on the basis of eyewitness accounts, did not provide the full picture 
of Sheean’s actions.  Accordingly, the Tribunal finds that the ROP, which formed the basis of 
the consideration of Sheean’s medallic recognition following the events of 1 December 1942, 
understated Sheean’s actions.  
 
45. The Tribunal concludes that the eye witness accounts are, in this matter generally 
reliable, and when taken together, provide an accurate description of Sheean’s actions on 
1 December 1942.   
 
Clarification of the Evidence  

46. As discussed at the hearing, there remained some minor disparities in the various 
accounts of Sheean’s actions, which the Tribunal endeavoured to explore.   

47. Sheean’s decision not to abandon ship.  Admiral Noonan gave evidence that, in his 
view, given the damage to Armidale prior to the order to abandon ship, there would have been 
casualties and significant damage around the ship.  He said that Japanese aircraft would have 
continued to bomb, strafe, and torpedo the ship and it would have been a ‘very confused 
environment’.  He said that the decision to abandon ship would not have been taken until it 
was clear to the Captain that the ship was unable to fight any longer.  He said that the ship’s 
company would have appreciated why the decision to abandon ship had been taken.     

48. Admiral Noonan said that a decision to abandon ship is not one that is taken lightly in 
any circumstance.  He said it represents, in the Captain’s view, that the ship is about to be 
lost, and that those who are able to save themselves should do so.  He said it is a Captain’s 
‘absolute expectation’ that the ship’s company will follow the order to abandon ship.   
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49. As to why Sheean had decided to return to the Oerlikon gun and not abandon ship as 
ordered, Admiral Noonan was unable to speculate.  In the Defence Report, the Respondent 
conceded though, that the effect of Sheean’s decision to turn back to the Oerlikon was that he 
had deflected the attention of the strafing pilots, even if only for a few seconds, drew fire and 
saved lives.56   

50. When and to what extent was Sheean wounded?  The evidence is that Palmer, the 
Gunnery Officer, reported that Sheean was wounded by a machine gun bullet after he ‘made 
it to the side’ and was again wounded after he returned to the gun.  Lansbury thought that 
Sheean was hit on his back and said that Pellet told him Sheean was on his way back to the 
gun when he was hit.  Pellet himself made no direct comment about Sheean’s wounding until 
he reportedly told Grant Sheean in 1992 that Sheean had been standing beside him [at the 
motor-boat] before Sheean went back to the gun and Sheean had not been wounded at that 
time.   

51. In an ABC interview with war correspondent Peter Hemery,57 Able Seaman Jack 
Duckworth said that Sheean suffered ‘a row of machine gun bullets right across the chest’ 
before he went back to the gun.58  The Tribunal considered this to be improbable - if Sheean 
were so extensively wounded it is unlikely he would have been able to get to the gun, strap 
himself in, then undertake the physically demanding task of firing the weapon.  

52. Dr Lewis speculated that Sheean would have been wounded by a machinegun bullet, 
or a cannon shell or shrapnel, any one of which, in his view, would inflict a ‘serious’ wound.59  
In his written submission Dr Lewis wrote that the metal shield of the gun and the issued helmet 
(if it in fact was worn) provided little protection.60   

53. The Tribunal considered that, on balance, it was more likely that Sheean was not 
wounded while at the motor-boat, and was only wounded while returning to, or while at the 
Oerlikon gun.  The Tribunal concluded that there was no persuasive evidence for it to come 
to a view as to the seriousness of Sheean’s wounds and his consequent degree of incapacity. 

54. How long was Sheean firing the Oerlikon Gun?  In this context, the Tribunal 
considered whether Sheean was likely to have reloaded the Oerlikon gun in order to continue 
firing.  The ROP contained no information about when the ship’s company might have taken 
up action stations when attacked and to what extent the aft Oerlikon had been firing before 
the order was given to ‘abandon ship’.  However, the ROP recorded that Japanese planes had 
been sighted at 1450, and at 1505 had taken up position to attack Armidale.  It is reasonable 
to conclude that from at least 1505 the gun crews were in position and ready to attempt to 

                                                           
56 The Defence Report dated 5 February 2019, p. 14, para. 50(i). 
57 Transcript available to the Tribunal and the parties but not relied on by either party, (see RANCA letter to 
DHAAT dated 7 March 2012) Folio #193, Date unknown but located in Duckworth’s papers after his death in 
1988. 
58 Transcript of ABC radio interview Hemery/Lansbury/Duckworth located in Duckworth’s papers on his death 
in 1988. 
59 Oral Evidence by Dr Lewis, Hobart, 26 March 2019. 
60 Dr Lewis, Written Submission dated 15 March 2019. 
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repel the enemy aircraft, and that they remained at their action stations, constantly engaging 
the enemy, and reloading as necessary, until the order was given to abandon ship.     

55. As to whether it was possible that Sheean reloaded the Oerlikon at some time after his 
return to the gun, Dr Lewis speculated that Sheean would have had plenty of ammunition 
available to him as additional magazines would have been accessible from the ready use 
ammunition locker located near the gun.61 Dr Lewis concluded that it was possible for Sheean 
to have reloaded the gun with a fresh magazine.  Dr Lewis however did not agree that if 
Sheean were wounded, it would have been unlikely that he had in fact replaced the magazine.   

56. Admiral Noonan’s evidence, on the other hand, was that the Oerlikon gun is a heavy 
and robust piece of equipment, ordinarily manned by a gunner, a loader and a supervisor and 
that fully loaded magazines were extremely heavy.62  Drawing on his personal experience as 
a gunnery officer at sea, he said that he did not think it would have been possible for Sheean 
to reload the Oerlikon gun on his own.  The Tribunal preferred Admiral Noonan’s evidence 
to that of Dr Lewis in this regard.   

57. Dr Lewis, in his written submission to the Tribunal noted that the physical position of 
the gunner would be behind the weapon in a harness fitted with a waist-belt and shoulder 
supports.63  The Tribunal observed that several witnesses referred to Sheean having ‘strapped 
himself in’ to the Oerlikon.  It is the Tribunal’s understanding that this refers to the standard 
procedure undertaken to facilitate firing the Oerlikon gun, particularly when at maximum 
elevation.  The Tribunal accepts that Sheean is likely to have adopted this firing position and 
strapped himself into the gun.   

58. The Tribunal considered that after Sheean strapped himself into the gun, even if he 
were not already wounded, he would not have been able to easily extricate himself so as to 
load a new magazine when he had expended the fitted one.  It is therefore likely that he was 
limited to firing whatever number of rounds that were left in the fitted magazine and not 
expended when the order to abandon ship was given.  The Tribunal notes that the maximum 
number of rounds in an Oerlikon magazine was 60.64 

59. The Tribunal also accepts the Respondent’s contention that if Sheean had fired 
continuously he would have only been able to fire for about 10 - 15 seconds.65  The ROP 
suggests that the ship sank within a short time after first being hit, hence, depending on when 
he commenced firing, he may not have had the opportunity to fire for very long.  Leonard, for 
example, estimated that Sheean fired for one to two minutes.66  The Tribunal accepts that if 
Sheean had only intermittently squeezed the trigger, firing duration may have been prolonged. 

                                                           
61 Oral Evidence by Dr Lewis, Hobart, 26 March 2019. 
62 Oral Evidence by Admiral Noonan, Hobart, 25 March 2019. 
63 Dr Lewis, Written Submission dated 15 March 2019. 
64 http://www.navweaps.com.Weapons?WNUS_2cm-70_mk234.php. 
65 The Defence Report, p. 14, para. 50(i). 
66 Dr Peter Williams, Interview with Dr Leonard. 
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60. The Tribunal also accepts the Respondent’s submissions at hearing that accurate 
calculation of time, particularly when in extremely perilous circumstances or under fire, can 
be problematic.  

61. In view of the above observations, the Tribunal is unable to come to a final view about 
how long Sheean may have been firing and concluded that he may have only been engaging 
the enemy for one to two minutes.   

62. How long did it take for Armidale to sink?  The Respondent stated that none of the 
eyewitness reports had really focussed on the question of how long Sheean was at the gun and 
that any estimate is likely to be imprecise.67  The Respondent made submissions about the 
time taken from when the ship was torpedoed until it sank.  The Tribunal noted that the ROP 
recorded that Armidale was attacked first by five aircraft at 1315 but sustained no damage.  
At 1450, nine bombers, three fighters and a float plane were sighted.  At 1505 the aircraft took 
up position to attack.  The ROP states that at 1515 the ship was struck by two torpedoes and 
possibly one bomb.  Lieutenant Commander Richards estimated that the ship sank within 
three to four minutes.68  Pullen also estimated four minutes.69  

63. In his evidence Dr Lewis said that a corvette like Armidale with no armour would sink 
‘quickly’, estimating that it would occur perhaps within as little as one to three minutes of 
being torpedoed.  However, later in his evidence Dr Lewis revised this estimate - on the basis 
of his own naval experience, he claimed that the ship would have sunk within ten to fifteen 
minutes from the time of impact of the first torpedo.   

64. In the Tribunal’s view, after the ship had been torpedoed, it would have been difficult 
for the gravity of the situation to have been assessed, a decision reached to give the order to 
‘abandon ship’, that order conveyed around the ship, for the ship’s company and passengers 
to move to the motor boat, and the motor-boat successfully launched; all within the three to 
four minutes estimated by Lieutenant Commander Richards.   

65. Similarly, Raymond’s evidence describes the action he took after the ship was 
torpedoed.70 He said that the ship quickly listed to port and he made his way from the engine 
room and climbed the ladder to reach the deck.  He said he then walked down the side to reach 
the water and swam approximately 40 yards.  From there he observed that both sections of 
the ship were sinking from the middle with the front section sinking first.   

66. Leonard’s account was that on the order to abandon ship he undertook a (unspecified) 
task, and then swam away as fast as he could while impeded by his heavy boots and a partially 
inflated Mae West lifejacket, making a distance of about 70 yards from the ship before it 
sank.71   

                                                           
67 Commander Fothergill Oral Evidence, Public Hearing, Hobart 25 March 2019. 
68 HMAS Armidale ROP dated 11 December 1942. 
69 Dr Peter Williams, Interview with Rex Pullen 18 November 2005, para 2. 
70 Statement by Ray Leonard to the Valour Tribunal dated 31 May 2008. 
71 Dr Peter Williams Interview with Dr Leonard 30 August 2011. 
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67. The Tribunal considered that the activities described by Raymond and Leonard are 
likely to have taken more than three to four minutes.  The Tribunal therefore had reservations 
about the accuracy of Lieutenant Commander Richards’ estimate of three to four minutes as 
the time from when the ship was hit to when it sank.   

68. Was Sheean firing the Oerlikon gun from under the water? Caro’s contention was 
that Sheean was firing the gun as he ‘disappeared beneath the waves’.72 73  Madigan, in his 
statement, said he saw tracer shells coming up from under the surface.74  Less dramatically, 
Lamshed wrote that he saw the gun still firing underwater as the ship sank and Lansbury said 
that Sheean was still firing as the ship went under.75  The Respondent said, and the Tribunal 
accepts, that due to its design, the Oerlikon gun cannot continue firing under water.  The 
Tribunal observed that the Valour Tribunal, having reviewed the operating manuals and 
drawings of the Oerlikon found that the weapon will not operate if the breech block is 
submerged due to the combined effect of water resistance slowing the breech block travel, 
and the significant reduction in the available pressure delivered by the gas.76  The Tribunal 
reviewed the weapon’s operating manual and accordingly, accepts the findings made by the 
Valour Tribunal in this regard. 77  

69. The Respondent also submitted that to a person in the water with limited visibility due 
to surface chop, the gun breech block may have appeared to have been underwater.  The 
Tribunal accepts that this is a likely explanation of Caro’s contention that Sheean was firing 
the gun as he ‘disappeared beneath the waves’ and Madigan’s description of the firing 
continuing from below the water.  The Tribunal also observes that, according to Raymond 
and Leonard, the ship sank from the centre, with Leonard recording that the stern sank last.  
Hence, in the Tribunal’s view, those in the water may have been able to see Sheean at the aft 
gun, continuing to fire, notwithstanding the centre of the ship was sinking rapidly.  Similarly, 
the Tribunal considers that some of the descriptions to the effect that Sheean was firing ‘as 
the ship sank’ – such as that by Lamshed and Lansbury - should not be read literally.  It is 
consistent with all accounts that Sheean was firing while the ship was in the process of 
sinking.  

70. Ultimately, the available evidence did not permit the Tribunal to come to a view about 
the period of time between Sheean’s decision to return to the gun and his death. 

 

                                                           
72 Caro, Notes for Article.   
73 Caro’s daughter reportedly informed Mr Halsted, President of the Royal Australian Navy Corvettes 
Association (NSW) Inc, that her father had told her that he had seen Sheean firing the gun and was still firing 
even after he and the gun were below water level. 
74 Statutory Declaration by Colin Madigan dated 28 May 2008. 
75 William Lamshed, Account of the Sinking of HMAS Armidale dated 1 June 2002, Folio #236. 
76 Valour Inquiry, p. 229 [17-136]. 
77 Ordnance Pamphlet no. 911, 20 mm Anti-Aircraft Gun, 943, at www.forgottenweapons.com/wp-content/ 

uploads/manuals/oerlikon_manual.pdf, viewed 18 September 2012. Drawings provided by the Maritime Trust 
of Australia Inc. (Submission 261). 
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Conclusion in Relation to the Evidence  

71. The Tribunal considers that taken together, the witness statements provide a broadly 
consistent account of Sheean's actions from the time he elected not to abandon ship up until 
the time he went down with the ship still strapped to the Oerlikon gun.   

72. The parties agreed that an appropriate factual conclusion, outlined in the Defence 
Report, is as follows:78 

When the order was given to abandon ship, Sheean went to the stowage position of the motor-
boat and was witnessed on deck standing next to Able Seaman Edward Pellet who used an axe 
to chop one of the falls of the motor-boat.  Despite the fact that Armidale was a doomed vessel, 
the Japanese aircraft were continuing to fire upon the ship’s crew as they abandoned ship as 
well as those already in the water.  As Pellet got into the motor-boat, Sheean was seen to move 
towards the side of the ship as if to abandon ship then turned and headed back towards the aft 
Oerlikon, which was his normal action station but as a loader not as the gunner.   Pellet told 
Leading Signalman Lansbury that he saw Sheean hit (injured) as he made his way back to the 
gun which was some distance away.  Lansbury saw Sheean make his way to the gun, strap 
himself in and commence firing.  He also saw him get hit in the back by enemy aircraft fire.  
Stoker Ray Raymond was in the water 35-40 yards away from the aft section where, as it sank, 
he could see Sheean strapped into the Oerlikon.  Raymond's account of Sheean actually 
shooting down one and possibly damaging other enemy aircraft accorded with that of 
Wireman William Lamshed who also witnessed the aircraft being shot at and hit by rounds 
from the aft Oerlikon but he did not know at the time that it was Sheean manning the gun.  
Raymond and others stated that they saw or heard the gun firing right up until it was under 
water. 

73. The Tribunal agreed that this was a reasonable synopsis of the facts, based on the 
available evidence. 

 

CONSIDERATION OF SHEEAN’S ELIGIBILITY FOR A GALLANTRY AWARD 

The Respondent’s Submissions   

74. The Respondent made detailed submissions both in the Defence Report and at the 
hearing in support of its position that Sheean should not be awarded further medallic 
recognition. 

75. Respondent’s submission in relation to ‘retrospective’ honours.  In his letter dated 
5 February 2019 Admiral Noonan acknowledged Sheean’s ‘conspicuous gallantry and 
self-sacrifice’.  Nonetheless, he declined to reconsider the decision under review, relying on 
the Defence policy that no retrospective honours and awards would be considered unless it 
could be demonstrated that there had been maladministration, or compelling new evidence 

                                                           
78 The Defence Report, p. 13, para. 48. 
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presented that was not available to the decision-makers at the time.79  Much of the 
Respondent’s written submissions focussed on this policy.  At the hearing the Respondent 
maintained its position that, as a matter of policy, in the case of a retrospective honour, unless 
one or both of the criteria are met, i.e. maladministration or new evidence, then no further 
consideration in the form of a merits review will be considered.   

76. In Green v Daniels80 the High Court acknowledged that policy guidelines may be 
provided for the benefit of delegates and in the interests of consistent administration, so long 
as these are consistent with the statutory criteria.  However, while a decision-maker may take 
a general policy into account, in doing so they must not preclude themselves from considering 
a matter on its merits.  Very recently, in Minister for Home Affairs v G [2019] FCAFC 79 the 
Full Federal Court (Murphy, Moshinsky and O'Callaghan JJ) discussed the effect of 
government policy with respect to administrative decisions:  

The boundary is clear: policy is not to become a rule of law. The statute is the expression of 
the rule of law. Executive policy cannot, in form or more importantly in substance, be 
perceived by decision-makers as, or operate as, a rule….  

77. Government policy is a relevant consideration in a merits review by a tribunal, and it 
is usually applied in the absence of cogent reasons not to follow such policy.81  The 
Respondent’s policy, as the Tribunal understands it, is at odds with the eligibility criteria for 
the VC, and indeed, all of the Gallantry Regulations, and also with the Tribunal’s obligations 
under s110VB of the Act.  In undertaking a merits review, in accordance with the principles 
discussed above, the Tribunal is not concerned with the process adopted in 1942 in submitting 
Sheean for medallic recognition.  Consequently, in looking at the merits of the present 
application, it is not necessary to establish whether there was any maladministration in the 
processing of an award recommendation in the past.   

78. The policy adopted by the Respondent had its origins in the conclusions of the Valour 
Tribunal.  In reaching a conclusion that retrospective awards should only be contemplated in 
‘the most compelling of cases’, the Valour Tribunal, in the view of this Tribunal, had adopted 
a cautious approach.82  It appeared that the Valour Tribunal did not contemplate how a 
decision-maker should examine a case to determine if it were ‘most compelling’.  Similarly, 
in the present matter, it appeared that the original decision-maker did not turn his mind to 
consider if this might be one such case, and instead relied on the policy the Respondent had 
formulated.   

                                                           
79 In the reviewable decision Admiral Noonan had stated a slightly different proposition, namely that he would 
not support a retrospective award for Sheean based on the recommendations contained in the Valour Inquiry and 
that no new evidence has been produced since the Valour Inquiry.  In reaching this position, Admiral Noonan was 
informed by the considerations whereby the Valour Tribunal examined the official Navy administrative process 
that was in place at the time of the original decision and that the process had been followed and no new compelling 
evidence had been found that had been presented subsequent to the Inquiry.   
80 [1977] HCA 18; (1977) 51 ALJR 463 per Stephen J at [28], p467. 
81 Drake and Minister for Immigration and Ethnic affairs (No 2) (1979) 2 ALD 634 at 645. 
82 Valour Inquiry, p.5 [E-18]. 
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79. Further, the Respondent also submitted that there was no legislative requirement for it 
to conduct ‘a merits review’.83  However, the Tribunal considers it inappropriate to describe 
the consideration of an application for an honour as a ‘merits review’.  A decision-maker has 
an obligation to properly address an application.84   

80. In his oral submissions Admiral Noonan acknowledged that Sheean displayed bravery 
and selflessness in the face of mortal danger while Armidale was under attack on 1 December 
1942.  Nonetheless, it was Navy’s position, consistent with Defence policy, that the Tribunal 
is the most appropriate decision-making forum for retrospectively determining whether an 
individual’s actions are deserving of an award for gallantry.85  The Tribunal considers that 
this view is inconsistent with the role of an original decision-maker in response to an 
application for an honour.  It is incumbent upon the decision-maker to identify the law that 
must be applied, establish the relevant facts and apply the law to those facts.  To place 
complete reliance on an earlier consideration, without fresh evaluation, ignores the important 
responsibility given to a decision-maker.86 87 Simply put, as a matter of procedural fairness, 
an original decision-maker should make his or her own assessment of the merits of an 
application.   

81. Whilst the Respondent’s position was the Tribunal is best placed to undertake a merits 
review, the availability of a review process is not a panacea for proper decision-making in 
accordance with the well-established principles of administrative law.   

82. The above remarks are intended to assist the Respondent in better decision-making 
with respect to honours.  In a paper by (now Federal Court Justice) Alan Robertson QC88 the 
following observations were made about the role of tribunals in assisting administrative 
decision-making:   

The administrative law system strengthens government administration by improving the quality 
of primary decision making. It increases the awareness of decision makers of the legal 
constraints under which they operate and the factors they should take into account in making 
decisions …  The [Administrative Review] Council refers to this as the normative effect of 
administrative review. 
 

                                                           
83 The Defence Report, p. 8, para 25. 
84 This contrasts with s110VC of the Act whereby the Tribunal may dismiss an Application for Review if, 
relevantly, it considers the question of whether the person should be recommended for an honour has already 
been adequately reviewed.   
85 Chief of Navy letter to DHAAT dated 5 February 2019. 
86 See Administrative Review Council best Practice Guide: https://www.arc.ag.gov.au/Publications/Defence 
Reports/Pages/Downloads/ARCBestPracticeGuide3EvidenceFactsandFindings.aspx. 
87 See also Kiefel J in Tickner v Chapman (1995) 57 FCR 451 at 495, [40] and Hindi v the Minister of 
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs [1988] FCA 346 per Shepherd J at [35] that a delegate must give “proper, genuine and 
realistic consideration to the merits of the applicant's case”. 
88 Administrative Justice in the 21st Century: papers presented at International Conference on Administrative 
Justice (1997: Bristol, England) edited by Michael Harris, Martin Partington, Hart Publishing, Oxford 1999, 
Monitoring developments in Administrative Law at p 501. 
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The outcome of a review of an administrative decision on its merits may have an immediate 
effect, not only on the decision under review, but in correcting erroneous decision making 
practices of highlighting misconceptions that arise within administration…. 

 
83. Review tribunals provide review of individual decisions; they are not charged with 
reviewing or developing government policy.  Nevertheless, some review tribunal decisions 
raise issues that have broader significance and potential long-term impact on government 
administration.  Advantage can be taken through tribunals’ Reasons for Decision to improve 
the quality of future agency decision-making so as to benefit all those subject to the regulatory 
regime addressed in a tribunal decision.89  In his oral evidence Admiral Noonan appeared to 
welcome the opportunity for improving future decision-making about honours and awards. 
 
84. Respondent’s submission in relation to ‘integrity of the system’.  The Respondent 
submitted that the integrity of the honours and awards system must be based on the strict 
application of the eligibility criteria in each case.90  The Tribunal considers that that 
submission reflects the proper role of the original decision-maker and, on review, the 
Tribunal.   

85. The Respondent relied on the Valour Tribunal’s conclusion that the gallantry 
decorations system, and in particular, the VC, should not be used to grant public recognition to 
individuals who had performed some act of gallantry but did not meet the stringent conditions 
for such an award.91  The Tribunal agrees with this observation, and considers that it is 
consistent with the Tribunal’s fundamental obligations in conducting a merits review.  
Arguments such as ‘no member of the Australian Navy ever having been awarded a VC’92 have 
no relevance in the conduct of a merits review.  Similarly, that Sheean has been recognised in 
many forms other than through medallic recognition is also not a valid consideration in the 
course of a merits review.93   
 
86. The Valour Tribunal in determining not to recommend an honour for Sheean applied 
a number of tests through what Admiral Noonan described in his evidence as the ‘prism of 
maintaining the integrity of the Australian honours and awards system’.  While its Terms of 
Reference included an opportunity for it to conduct a merits review, the Valour Tribunal 
considered that it could only do so after it had undertaken a process review. 94  When it found 
there was no maladministration or compelling new evidence, it nonetheless purported to 

                                                           
89 Administrative Review Council Defence Report to the Minister for Justice: “Better Decisions: Review of 
Commonwealth Merits Review Tribunals 1995” p10. 
90 The Defence Report, p. 6, para. 16. 
91 Valour Inquiry, Chap. 8. 
92 The Defence Report, p. 7, para. 19. 
93 HMAS Sheean is the only one of the Royal Australian Navy’s ships to bear the name of an ordinary seaman.  
The Ordinary Seaman Teddy Sheean Gunnery Award is given at HMAS Cerberus for the sailor with the best 
result on the quartermaster and boatswains mates course.  There is also the iconic 1978 painting by Dale Marsh 
which hangs in the Australian War Memorial.  In 2003 the Australian Navy Cadet unit, TS Sheean, was established 
in the Noosa Shire, and is now permanently located in Tewantin, Queensland.  There is also the Teddy Sheean 
Memorial and Sheean Walk in his home town of Latrobe, as well as the Tasmanian Government’s Teddy Sheean 
Memorial Grants Program.  His face is also on badges sold by the RSL for its annual Anzac Appeal. 
94 Valour Inquiry, p. 91 [8-46]. 
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undertake a merits review, but, in this Tribunal’s view, in the course of its discussion of the 
evidence, again focussed on whether there had been maladministration. The Valour Tribunal 
considered that it was being asked to place itself in the shoes of those who had been 
responsible for recommending honours in the past.  It did not however address the eligibility 
criteria, either in relation to the Imperial VC, or the VC, nor any of the other contemporary 
Australian honours, having taken the view that only the honours available posthumously at 
the time of the Sheean’s death, namely the Imperial VC and the MID, could be considered.95  
With respect, this approach overlooks that the full suite of contemporary honours was  
available at the time of the Valour Inquiry.   
 

87. The Respondent also made detailed submissions to the effect that in order to maintain 
the integrity of the honours and awards system ‘current processes and philosophies’ should not 
be used to overturn or challenge historical decisions in the absence of a flaw in the historical 
administrative process, or new evidence upon which to re-assess the situation.  
 
88. The Valour Tribunal specifically stopped short of setting parameters for the award of 
the VC and considered that it should apply the standards and expectations that the Australian 
community in the past had come to accept, but offered no guidance in this regard.96  This 
approach is at odds with the specific direction in s 110VB(6) of the Act that the Tribunal apply 
the eligibility criteria that governed the making of the reviewable decision.   
 

89. As to the standard of proof to be applied, in the Defence Report the Respondent wrote 
that if an act of gallantry can be comprehensively shown to meet the exacting criteria and be 
comparable to those of other personnel who have been (sic) similar awards, then such 
recognition would be ‘warranted and supportable’.97  In his oral submissions, Admiral Noonan 
spoke at length about the very high esteem in which Sheean is held in the modern Navy.  The 
Tribunal accepts, unreservedly, that this is the case.  However, the Respondent submitted that 
the integrity of an honours and awards decision means one that should pass a more rigorous 
test of acceptance by current and past ADF peers, but this is not the test which the law provides.   
 

90. In the Defence Report the Respondent also submitted that in undertaking an assessment 
or review, that the standard of proof is one that ‘conclusively identifies that the criteria have 
been met’ in order that the original decision be set aside and a different award be made.  This 
approach is incorrect.  In Briginshaw v Briginshaw98 the High Court held that, in cases 
involving the civil99 standard of proof,100 where grave and serious allegations have been made, 
a court [or tribunal] cannot come to a ‘reasonable satisfaction’ that the allegation has been 
established on the balance of probabilities unless the review body ‘feels an actual persuasion’ 
and feels ‘comfortably satisfied’.  Even the stricter criminal standard of proof requiring 

                                                           
95 The Valour Tribunal concluded that had he lived, Sheen may have been recommended for a higher-level 
gallantry award, but that the equivalent level Australian honour should not be recommended now. 
96 Valour Inquiry, p. 76 [8-3]. 
97 The Defence Report, p. 10, para. 35. 
98 (1938) 60 CLR 336. 
99 As distinct from the criminal standard. 
100 That is, on the balance of probabilities. 
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satisfaction ‘beyond reasonable doubt’, does not demand that the evidence be ‘conclusive’, as 
the Respondent contended.  
 

91. The Respondent also submitted, and the Tribunal agrees, that the enduring integrity of 
the system could be enhanced as a review may demonstrate that those entrusted to maintain 
integrity are willing to do so through constant review and reflection.  It is the Tribunal’s strong 
view that the integrity of the system is served, and is in fact enhanced when, on a merits review, 
those who meet the eligibility criteria for an honour are appropriately recognised.  The 
Respondent acknowledged this in its Defence Report: 
 

It is therefore important that the integrity of the system is maintained and in fact bolstered 
through correcting some situations where serving and ex-serving personnel feel that there 
has been a noteworthy shortfall or mistake by the system.101 

Imperial and Australian Honours  

92. Until February 1975, when the Government introduced the Australian honours and 
awards system, Australian service personnel received honours and awards under the Imperial 
system.  Under the Imperial honours system in the Second World War, the only honours that 
could be awarded posthumously were the Imperial VC and the MID; the latter was awarded 
to Sheean.  However, under the Australian system all Gallantry Decorations are available 
posthumously. 

93. The two systems – the Imperial and the Australian - operated in parallel until October 
1992 when the Government announced that Australia would no longer make 
recommendations for Imperial awards.102  This means that only contemporary decorations 
may now be recommended by the Tribunal.   

94. Victoria Cross Eligibility Criteria.  The VC was established by Letters Patent on 15 
January 1991.103  It is Australia’s highest gallantry decoration for the purpose of:   

according recognition to persons who, in the presence of the enemy, perform acts of 
the most conspicuous gallantry, or daring or pre-eminent acts of valour or self-
sacrifice or display extreme devotion to duty. 

95. The honour is governed by Regulations set out in the Schedule: 

Conditions for award of the decoration 

3. The decoration shall only be awarded for the most conspicuous gallantry, or a 
daring or pre-eminent act of valour or self-sacrifice or extreme devotion to duty 
in the presence of the enemy. 

… 

                                                           
101 The Defence Report, p. 10, para. 34. 
102 Prime Minister of Australia Media Release 111/92 dated 5 October 1992. 
103 Commonwealth of Australia Gazette No. S25 – Victoria Cross Regulations - dated 4 February 1991. 
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Making of awards 

7. Awards of the decoration shall be made, with the approval of the Sovereign, by 
Instrument signed by the Governor-General on the recommendation of the 
Minister. 

96. Approval of the Victoria Cross for Australia.  The Tribunal notes that the decision 
to award gallantry decorations lies with the Governor-General on the recommendation of the 
Minister however, in relation to the VC, the award can only be made with the approval of Her 
Majesty Queen Elizabeth, Queen of Australia. 104   

What is Gallantry? 

97. ‘Gallantry’ is an abstract term, which is not defined in the Regulations.  Various 
dictionary definitions such as ‘dashing courage; heroic bravery’;105 and ‘courageous behaviour, 
especially in battle’;106 are largely circuitous and unhelpful.  Some countries have attempted to 
differentiate between ‘bravery’ and ‘gallantry’; defining the latter as recognition of military 
personnel who carry out acts which put their lives at risk while involved in operational service; 
whilst ‘bravery’ is defined as saving or attempting to save the life of another person in the 
course of which they place their own life at risk.107  Again this is largely unhelpful in defining 
gallantry in the context of the Australian Honours and Awards system. 
  
98. The Tribunal considered that there is an expectation that all service personnel in battle, 
conducting themselves in accordance with their training, will be acting bravely.  The Tribunal 
further considered that gallantry requires a higher standard of conduct than acting bravely and, 
usually, a special and additional element of courage, fearlessness, daring or heroism will have 
been demonstrated.  What amounts to an ‘act of gallantry’, necessarily varies according to the 
individual circumstances of each action, and depending on many factors, including the level of 
threat, the person’s training, role and responsibility, the risk to the individual and/or the group, 
and the consequences of undertaking, or not undertaking, the particular act.   
 
99. The Tribunal considered that the concept of gallantry is greater than collective or 
individual acts of bravery and above and beyond what was expected of an individual or group 
who were bravely doing what they were trained to do or expected to do as part of a role, rank 
or responsibility. 

 
Was Sheean Gallant?  
 
100. The Tribunal decided that, consistent with its statutory obligations, it would first 
determine whether Sheean’s actions were gallant and, if such a finding were made, it would 
then assess what the most appropriate gallantry award should be to recognise that gallantry. 

                                                           
104 Ibid. 
105 The Macquarie Dictionary on-line accessed 20 October 2017. 
106 The Oxford Dictionary on-line accessed 20 October 2017. 
107 http://medals.nzdf.mil.nz/category/d/index.html. 
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101. The Tribunal noted that in the Defence Report the Respondent’s position was recorded 
as follows: 
 

There is no doubt that Sheean's actions demonstrated gallantry under all of the guises of 
bravery, courage, heroism, valour and daring.108 

 

102. Admiral Noonan referred to survivors’ statements in which Sheean's actions were 
described variously as: ‘heroic behaviour’, ‘awe-inspiring’, ‘altruism’, ‘very brave’, 
‘something really exceptional’, ‘one of the bravest things that could ever be recorded’ through 
to ‘idiotic’.  The Tribunal considered that the most common view of the witnesses to the action 
was that Sheean’s actions constituted heroic behaviour.   

103. In his evidence, Admiral Noonan said that, if he were presently informed of a 
nomination for a gallantry award, detailed as described in the Defence Report, he considered 
that it would satisfy him as a suitable citation for a gallantry award.   

104. The Tribunal considered that the level of threat to Armidale and the ship’s company 
was extreme in that the ship was sinking and the survivors in the water were being strafed.  
Sheean undertook an action which was above and beyond what was expected of him as an 
individual in returning to man the Oerlikon gun, which was beyond his responsibility, 
particularly in circumstances where the order had been given to ‘abandon ship’.   

105. The risk to Sheean personally was also extreme.  In electing not to board the 
motor-boat as the ship was sinking, he could have had little prospect of survival.  Admiral 
Noonan’s evidence, which the Tribunal accepts, was that on the order to ‘abandon ship’, it is 
the expectation that the ship’s company will obey that order immediately.  The Tribunal 
considered that Sheean’s action in returning to the Oerlikon gun was selfless and taken in the 
interests of his shipmates and that his decision to return to the gun demonstrated a special and 
additional element of courage, beyond what was expected of him.   

Conclusion as to Gallantry   

106. Having considered the evidence and reviewed his actions against the factors common 
in acts of gallantry, the Tribunal finds that Ordinary Seaman Sheean performed an act of 
gallantry in action on 1 December 1942 when he decided to forgo his opportunity for survival 
by not abandoning ship and instead return to the Oerlikon gun to engage enemy aircraft.  

Sheean’s Eligibility for the Victoria Cross for Australia   
 
107. Having found that Sheean performed an act of gallantry, the Tribunal turned to an 
assessment of his actions against the eligibility criteria for the honour sought by the Applicant, 
namely the VC.  

                                                           
108 The Defence Report, p. 14, para. 53. 
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108. The conditions for the award of the VC require ‘the most conspicuous gallantry, or a 
daring or pre-eminent act of valour or self-sacrifice or extreme devotion to duty in the 
presence of the enemy’.  The Tribunal considered that it is unfortunate that a plain reading of 
the Regulation gives rise to some ambiguity. 

109. For example, the Applicant submitted that there were four alternative bases for 
consideration of a VC, only one of which need be satisfied, namely: 

a. the most conspicuous gallantry,  
b. a daring or pre-eminent act of valour, 
c. self-sacrifice,  
d. extreme devotion to duty in the presence of the enemy.  

 
110. The Tribunal observed that the High Court in Project Blue Sky Inc. v Australian 
Broadcasting Authority109 (Project Blue Sky) provided guidance as to dealing with ambiguity.  
The Court said that where conflict appears to arise from the language of particular provisions, 
the conflict can be alleviated by adjusting the meaning of the competing provisions to achieve 
a result that best gives effect to the purpose of the statute.  

111. Consistent with the approach in Project Blue Sky, the Tribunal noted that the Letters 
Patent establishing the VC record the purpose of the honour to be: 

… for according recognition to persons who, in the presence of the enemy, perform acts of 
the most conspicuous gallantry, or daring or pre-eminent acts of valour or self-sacrifice or 

display extreme devotion to duty. 110 

 
112. The Tribunal therefore took a different view of the Regulation from that submitted by 
the Applicant, and decided that the correct interpretation of the Regulation is as follows:  

a. for acts of the most conspicuous gallantry in the presence of the enemy,   
b. for a daring or pre-eminent act of valour or self-sacrifice in the presence of the 

enemy,  
c. for displaying extreme devotion to duty in the presence of the enemy. 

 
113. Also, the Tribunal considered that it was clear that each of the circumstances set out 
in the criteria is required to have taken place in the presence of the enemy.  In this matter there 
is no dispute that for the purposes of the Regulation, Sheean’s actions were performed ‘in the 
presence of the enemy’.   

 

                                                           
109 Project Blue Sky Inc. v Australian Broadcasting Authority [1998] HCA 28; 194 CLR 355; 153 ALR 490; 72 ALJR 
841 (28 April 1998) at [78]. 
110 Commonwealth of Australia Gazette No. S25 – Victoria Cross Regulations - dated 4 February 1991. 
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114. Did Sheean perform an act of the most conspicuous gallantry?   In Hanuszewicz 
and the Department of Defence re: Cameron111 the Tribunal considered that to be ‘most 
conspicuous’, in the circumstances of that matter required that the individual’s actions would 
have needed to have drawn the attention of the enemy.  Whilst that may not be directly 
applicable to this matter, the Tribunal considers that the enemy’s intentions and direct actions 
would be relevant to a consideration as to whether an act of ‘the most conspicuous gallantry’ 
had been performed. 
 
115. There was no dispute that enemy aircraft were firing at Armidale and also strafing the 
survivors in the water.  The enemy’s intention was clearly to sink the ship and inflict maximum 
casualties upon those who were in the water.  Similarly, there was no dispute that when Sheean 
decided to go back to the Oerlikon gun rather than abandon ship, he and his shipmates were 
under direct fire.  Sheean was also undeniably under fire whilst he was actually manning the 
Oerlikon gun.  The Tribunal also noted that the Respondent conceded that Sheean had ‘drawn 
fire and thereby saved lives’.112   
 
116. The Tribunal accepts that when Sheean returned to the gun and commenced firing, he 
shot down one aircraft and may have damaged others.  In doing so he deflected the attention 
of the strafing pilots from those already in the water, even if only for a short period of time.  

117. The Applicant’s submission was that, in any event, the duration of Sheean’s firing was 
not determinative, and the Tribunal agrees with this submission.  There was no clear evidence 
as to the duration of his firing but the length of time the action was undertaken is not a criterion 
for assessing gallantry, although it can be a factor to be taken into account.  More relevant 
than the actual duration of his firing, is the conclusion that Sheean continued firing until he 
was no longer able to do so - either because he had been so severely wounded or because the 
ship sank while he was still at the gun.  Ultimately, the available evidence did not permit the 
Tribunal to come to a view about the period of time between Sheean’s decision to return to 
the gun and his death, other than that it was possibly longer than three to four minutes.  The 
Applicant submitted, and the Tribunal agrees, that the time that Sheean was at the gun was 
immaterial - it was the selfless turning back to the gun that was relevant.   

118. The Applicant, in referring to the criteria for the VC, noted the Respondent’s 
conclusion in the Defence Report that there was ‘no doubt that Sheean’s actions demonstrated 
gallantry under all of the guises of bravery, courage, heroism, valour and daring and that it 
was conspicuous to those that were there’.   

119. The Applicant also referred to survivors in their statements describing Sheean’s 
actions in terms ranging from ‘heroic behaviour, ‘awe inspiring’, ‘altruism’, ‘very brave’, 
‘something really exceptional’, ‘one of the bravest things that was done that could ever be 
recorded’ to ‘idiotic’.  The Applicant asked the Respondent, rhetorically, if those words 
(presumably excluding the characterisation of Sheean’s actions as ‘idiotic’) did not amount to 
                                                           
111 Hanuszewicz and the Department of Defence re: Cameron [2019] DHAAT 08 (23 May 2019), p. 28, 
para. 111. 
112 The Defence Report, p. 14, para. 50(i). 
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‘most’, what then might ‘most’ mean?  As to whether Sheean’s actions could be deemed to 
meet the criteria for the award of the VC, Admiral Noonan said he was not at liberty to assist 
the Tribunal.  When asked by the Tribunal about what more Sheean could have done to earn 
the VC, in terms of the ‘most conspicuous gallantry’ criterion Admiral Noonan, again, said 
he was unable to assist the Tribunal.  However, in his evidence Admiral Noonan said: 

Sheean’s actions on that day, 1 December 1942, were absolutely amongst the most 
conspicuous and most gallant we’ve seen in our Navy.113   

 

120. Admiral Noonan submitted that ‘most’ is a comparative term that needs to be analysed 
in the context of when the actions took place.   

121. In its consideration of the concept of ‘most’, the Tribunal postulated whether the 
context of the Regulation required the actions for each successive award of a VC to be 
superior, that is, more conspicuous than the last VC awarded.  However, the Tribunal rejected 
this possible interpretation as being inconsistent with the language of the Letters Patent as a 
whole.114   

122. Consequently, the Tribunal attached significant weight to Admiral Noonan’s 
statement that Sheean’s actions were ‘amongst the most conspicuous and most gallant we’ve 
seen in our Navy’.  Such characterisation was consistent with the Tribunal’s view that the 
actions in question did not need to be more conspicuous than those which previously have 
given rise to the award of a VC, but are to be assessed on their own merits.   

123. The Tribunal considered that there was clear evidence that Sheean left the potential 
safety of the motor-boat to go back to an exposed position at the Oerlikon gun.  What is 
unclear is why he did so, given that, as the Tribunal has found, he is unlikely to have been 
wounded before he turned back.  Admiral Noonan conceded that, in returning to the gun, 
Sheean had decided to forego his opportunity at survival by abandoning ship.115  Clearly, 
Sheean’s best prospects for survival were if he were to get in the motor-boat, but he chose not 
to, in direct contravention of the order to abandon ship.  There was no evidence that there was 
insufficient room for him in the motor-boat, nor any suggestion that this was a reason for his 
return to the Oerlikon gun.   

124. Instead, the Tribunal was reasonably satisfied that there was evidence that those in the 
water were being fired upon by enemy aircraft and Sheean recognised that he could help his 
shipmates and potentially stop them from being fired upon by ‘having a go’ [at the enemy 
aircraft]’116.  As a result, one plane was shot down and possibly one or two others were 
damaged.  While it is unclear if he specifically intended to draw fire away from those in the 

                                                           
113 Oral Evidence by Admiral Noonan, Hobart, 25 March 2019.  
114 In Project Blue Sky at [69]: The meaning of the provision must be determined by reference to the language 
of the instrument viewed as a whole.  
115 Oral Evidence by Admiral Noonan, Hobart, 25 March 2019. 
116 Transcript of Interview Walker/Lansbury/Pellet/McKellar. 
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water, the Tribunal was reasonably satisfied that Sheean turned back in the interests of the 
ship’s company; there was no personal benefit to him in returning to the Oerlikon gun. 

125. The Tribunal therefore finds that Sheean’s action in turning back to the Oerlikon gun, 
in circumstances where he had forgone his opportunity for survival by not abandoning ship 
and instead returning to the gun to engage enemy aircraft constituted an act of the most 
conspicuous gallantry.   

126. Did Sheean perform a daring or pre-eminent act of valour or self-sacrifice?  
Admiral Noonan was asked by the Tribunal about his understanding of the term ‘pre-eminent 
act of valour or self-sacrifice’.  He said that he would categorise ‘pre-eminent’ as meaning ‘of 
the highest order’, above which there is none higher.117  He thought it was reasonable to 
characterise Sheean’s actions as ‘extremely honourable’, but stopped short of describing 
Sheean’s actions as ‘pre-eminent’.  Admiral Noonan went on to say however, that in the 
highly unlikely event that, in 2019, enemy aircraft were able to defeat the air defences of a 
modern day destroyer, and if the only thing that was left was a sailor with a .50 calibre 
machine gun, who continued firing as the ship sank; he considered that in that context, he 
would regard such action as ‘pre-eminent’.  

127. The Tribunal in re Cameron considered that to be ‘pre-eminent’, the act should surpass 
other ‘comparable’ acts of valour.  The Tribunal in this matter considered that it was therefore 
appropriate to examine other comparable acts of valour.  Also, and for the reasons discussed 
previously, the Tribunal considered that it was not necessary for the ‘pre-eminent’ act to be 
superior to the last VC awarded.    

128. For the purposes of comparison, the Applicant raised with the Tribunal two cases in 
which Imperial VCs were awarded posthumously and for actions ostensibly similar to 
Sheean’s.  While each case is different and must be assessed on its merits, the cases of Leading 
Seaman Jack Mantle of HMS Foylebank and Petty Officer Alfred Sephton of HMS Coventry 
are strikingly similar to that of Sheean.  While the Respondent also referred to those matters, 
it did so in the context of comparing the process by which awards were made and not the 
merits of the individual actions.   

129. Leading Seaman Mantle’s citation reads: 

Leading Seaman Jack Mantle was in charge of the starboard pom-pom gun when HMS 
Foylebank was attacked by enemy aircraft on the 4th of July 1940. Early in the action his 
left leg was shattered by a bomb, but he stood fast at his gun and went on firing with hand-
gear only: for the ship's electric power had failed. Almost at once he was wounded again 
in many places. Between his bursts of fire he had time to reflect on the grievous injuries of 
which he was soon to die but his great courage bore him up till the end of the fight, when 

he fell by the gun he had so valiantly served. 118 
 

                                                           
117 Oral Evidence by Admiral Noonan, Hobart, 25 March 2019. 
118 Citation for the Victoria Cross – The Late Acting Leading Seaman J.F. Mantle, 3 September 1940. 
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130. The Respondent submitted that the Tribunal did not have the benefit of a full 
understanding of that particular action, what the circumstances were in terms of the unit’s 
posture, disposition, the damage to the ship, the status of the command arrangements at the 
time, where Mantle was wounded, how badly he was wounded, or how many times he was 
wounded.  For this reason also, Admiral Noonan said he was unable to comment on the 
purported ‘pre-eminence’ of Mantle’s actions.   

131. The Tribunal acknowledges that it did not have the full details of Mantle’s actions 
available to it.  However it observed that on the available information, there were a number 
of differences between Mantle’s actions and those of Sheean.  Firstly, Mantle was severely 
injured while at his post, and presumably had limited capacity to move to safety, or to abandon 
ship, if that had been ordered.  However, the Tribunal has found, Sheean was not wounded 
until after he had made a decision to leave the motor-boat stowage position to return to the 
Oerlikon gun. 

132. Additionally, Mantle remained at his action station and continued firing; whereas 
Sheean turned back from the motor-boat to take up a position at the Oerlikon gun and take the 
gunner’s role.  While Mantle’s post was as the Officer-in-Charge of the gun, Sheean was a 
loader on the Oerlikon gun.  While the Tribunal has found Sheean was likely to have been 
capable of firing the gun, he did not simply maintain his post, as Mantle had done.  The 
Tribunal considered that Sheean’s actions appear to compare favourably with those of Mantle; 
and in fact, on the available evidence, he may have surpassed Mantle’s valour. 

133. Petty Officer Sephton’s citation reads:  

Petty Officer Sephton was Director Layer when HMS Coventry was attacked by aircraft, 
whose fire grievously wounded him.  In great pain and faint from loss of blood, he stood 
fast doing his duty without fault until the enemy was driven off. Thereafter until his death 
his valiant and cheerful spirit gave heart to the wounded. His high example inspired his 

shipmates and will live in their memory. 119   

134. On the limited available information, it would again appear that Sheean’s actions, 
compare most favourably with those attributed to Sephton.  Sephton was grievously wounded 
but remained at his post, whereas Sheean returned to the Oerlikon gun to take up the firing 
position. 

135. An important and distinguishing feature of both these cases is that Mantle and Sephton 
appear to have been wounded at their respective posts but continued firing their weapons.  
Sheean, on the other hand, exercised a choice to return to the Oerlikon gun and take up a 
position that was not his own.  The Tribunal considered, on the available evidence, that 
Sheean’s actions appear in fact to exceed those of Mantle and Sephton.  The Tribunal 
therefore finds that Sheean’s actions surpass comparable acts which resulted in the award of 
the Imperial VC.   

                                                           
119 The London Gazette No. 35363, p.6889 dated 28 November 1941. 
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136. While it is unclear why Sheean turned back to the Oerlikon gun, the Tribunal considered 
it would have been evident to him that he was forgoing his chance at survival.  Whether it was 
his intention specifically to distract the enemy aircraft is unknown.  It is a fact that he fired 
upon the enemy aircraft, and was credited with bringing down one of those aircraft.  The 
Tribunal accepted that Sheean was in circumstances of extreme peril – the ship was lost.  He 
knew the ship had been torpedoed, was listing and the order had been given to abandon ship 
but contrary to those orders, he did not abandon ship.  He had available to him the option of 
taking to the motor-boat, but chose not to do so.  His decision to leave the motor-boat stowage 
position was a conscious acceptance of danger in the interest of others - he then strapped 
himself into the gun of the sinking ship.   
 
137. By taking up a firing position at the Oerlikon gun, Sheean went above and beyond his 
duty – he assumed a role that was not his.  The evidence is unclear as to whether his actions 
were spontaneous or pre-meditated, but, in the circumstances, there could have been no 
possible positive outcome for him personally.  The only logical conclusion was that he took 
the action that he did to prevent or at least minimise the effects of the enemy strafing - a 
conclusion that was supported by the Respondent.  

138. Given that Sheean was an 18 year-old ordinary seaman with only 19 months in the 
Navy, the Tribunal asked Admiral Noonan if the age, experience or seniority of a sailor, were 
relevant in determining if a gallant action could be described as ‘most conspicuous’ or 
‘pre-eminent’.  Admiral Noonan said that at age 18, sailors are extremely enthusiastic and a 
young person is more likely to do the sort of things that Sheean did than an older person in a 
very desperate situation such as that of Armidale.  From his experience with contemporary 
awards, he observed that no recipient of a gallantry honour planned to find themselves in the 
situation that they did.  Consequently, he said that he was unsurprised that in 1942, an 
inexperienced 18 year-old would have acted as he did, as would a current sailor, and ‘do all 
that he could with the means that [he had] available to save their ship or protect their 
shipmates’.   

139. In his oral submissions Admiral Noonan referred to Sheean’s devotion to duty and 
self-sacrifice.  There is no doubt, he said, that 18-year-old Sheean, with less than six months 
operational experience in Armidale, served with honour, honesty, courage, integrity and 
loyalty – values and behaviours that were just as important then as they are in today’s Navy.  
Sheean’s heroism, he said, has become the standard to which the men and women of the 
modern Navy aspire.   

140. Admiral Noonan also submitted that of the 149 personnel in Armidale, only 49 
survived and it therefore could be said that 100 people ‘sacrificed their lives that day’.  While 
the Tribunal agrees that the lives of 100 servicemen were indeed ‘sacrificed’, unlike Sheean, 
this loss did not entail acts by those members to give up their lives; they were victims of the 
enemy attack that caused the ship’s loss.   

141. Sheean was, in the Tribunal’s view, going far beyond what was expected of a sailor 
placed in similar circumstances.  The Respondent’s evidence was of an expectation that when 
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the order to ‘abandon ship’ was given, the ship’s company would immediately do as ordered.  
In disobeying that order Sheean elected to forgo his own opportunity for survival for the 
benefit of his shipmates.   

142. Having considered the evidence, and having found that Sheean’s actions surpassed 
comparable acts which resulted in the award of the Imperial VC, the Tribunal was reasonably 
satisfied that Ordinary Seaman Sheean’s actions should be considered to be a pre-eminent act 
of valour.   

143. The Tribunal therefore finds that Sheean’s action in turning back to the gun, in 
circumstances where he had forgone his opportunity for survival and firing upon the enemy 
aircraft who were strafing the survivors, until he was no longer able to do so, constituted a 
pre-eminent act of valour. 

Conclusion in relation to the Victoria Cross for Australia.   

144. The Tribunal is satisfied that Ordinary Seaman Sheean, in the presence of the enemy, 
performed an act of the most conspicuous gallantry and that his actions are also properly 
considered to be a pre-eminent act of valour.   

145. For the reasons given above, the Tribunal finds that Ordinary Seaman Edward Sheean 
meets the eligibility criteria for the Victoria Cross for Australia.  

 
TRIBUNAL DECISION 

 
146. The Tribunal decided to recommend to the Minister for Defence Personnel that: 

a. The decision by the Chief of Navy to refuse to recommend the award of the Victoria 
Cross for Australia to Ordinary Seaman Edward Sheean in respect of his actions in 
HMAS Armidale during a Japanese aerial attack in the Timor Sea on 1 December 
1942 be set aside. 
 

b. The Minister recommend to the Sovereign that Ordinary Seaman Edward Sheean 
be posthumously awarded the Victoria Cross for Australia for the most conspicuous 
gallantry and a pre-eminent act of valour in the presence of the enemy in 
HMAS Armidale during a Japanese aerial attack in the Timor Sea on 1 December 
1942.  
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Draft Citation for the Victoria Cross for Australia 

147. The Tribunal considered a suitable citation for Sheean’s VC to be as follows: 

 

For the most conspicuous gallantry and a pre-eminent act of valour in the presence 
of the enemy in HMAS Armidale during a Japanese aerial attack in the Timor Sea 
on 1 December 1942. 
 
On 1 December 1942, during operations in the Timor Sea, HMAS Armidale came under 
aerial bombardment and torpedo attack from Japanese aircraft. Shortly after the 
commencement of the attack, Armidale was hit by a torpedo and began listing to port.  
One minute later the ship was hit by a second torpedo which broke the vessel’s back, 
causing the Captain to order abandon ship. 
 
Ordinary Seaman Sheean made his way to the stowage position of the motor-boat and 
assisted in its launch.  As the enemy continued to fire upon the ship and his shipmates 
who were already in the water, Ordinary Seaman Sheean decided to forgo his opportunity 
for survival by not abandoning ship and returning to his action station to man the aft 
Oerlikon gun.  Despite being wounded, he strapped himself into the gun and commenced 
firing at the enemy shooting down at least one aircraft.  
 
Ordinary Seaman Sheean’s actions disrupted and distracted the enemy aircraft from 
strafing and killing his defenceless shipmates in the water.  He sacrificed his life trying 
to save his shipmates and despite his wounds, he continued firing the gun until the ship 
sank and took him to his death.  His pre-eminent act of valour and most conspicuous 
gallantry saved lives.  His heroism became the standard to which the men and women of 
the modern Navy aspire.   

 


